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Diagnosis on Neo-Colonialism

II is necessary constantly to explain and expose among the broadeSI m
of the toilers of all countries, and particularly the backward coun~
the deception systematically practised by the imperialists in creating un:'
the guise of politi<;:aHy independent states, states, which arc 'WhOlif
dependent upon them economically, financially and militarily. Y

(LENIN, Draft Theses 011 rlre Natiollol ul/d Colol/ial Question, June 1920,)

THE LATEST WORK BY KWAME NKRUMAH, President of Ghana
places a powerful weapon in the hands of all freedom fighters i~

Africa and indeed in the world. Here js a thorough diagnosis of
neo-colonialism seen through the eyes of an African statesman at
the helm of the ship of state. Thus not only the theoretical aspects
of neo-colonialism but its practice are revealed by one eminently
qualified to do so.

A very impressive array of data regarding the tactics of imperia_
lism in Africa is supplied. Cutting through the jungle of imperialist
statistics which more often than not are designed to conceal rather
than inform, Nkrumah demonstrates how the fabulous wealth and
resources of Africa are being systematically sucked out of the con
tinent. He identifies the financial, banking, industrial and mining
concerns that participate in the exploitation of our continent and
the guilty men who control them. These powerfUl international
interests conspire to keep the African countries as backward pro.
ducers of raw materials for the sake of maintaining their vast loot.
They control the marketing of these primary products in the world
and themselves fix prices. Thus the developing countries find the
prices of their products declining whilst the prices of finished or
manufactured gooas goes up. When any country endeavours to
break out of the vicious circle and takes measures to lay the founda
tions of a modern industrial economy plots are organised by the
imperialists to overthrow the government and replace it by one
amenable to neo-colonialist interests.



Nkrumah picks a few innocent looking headlines from the
luWns of staid financial newspapers and shows the ugly reality off ether aggregation and control of wealth by a few which

~aracterizes imperialist monopoly.
c 'fa cover up their nefarious activities the imperialists have
developed a formidahle armoury of ideological weapons and
rganizations to foster them. Such movements as the United States

~eace Corps. I.C.F.T.U.• M.R.A., various religious sects and the
V.S. Information Service pour out an unending stream of
propaganda aimed at sowing division, confusion and corruption.
their most potent weapon is that of anti-communism. Nkrumah
explains how thi~ arises from the fact that ~he Great Octo.ber
Socialist RevolutIOn represented a devastatmg blow agamst
capitalism. Furthermore another crushing defeat was the establish
ment of socialist states in Europe and Asia. in particular in China.

Nkrumah, whose passionate advocacy of pan-African unity has
already assured him an honoured place in African history, shows
hoW the balkanization of Africa helps the imperialists. He places
before the African peoples the goal of uniting the continent, con
trolling its resources and giving its peoples the standard of living
they deserve.

The imperialists do not rely only on economic and financial
control of the African countries. Behind these interests stand the
huge military machines and Intelligence services of the United
States and its allies.

All this has of course been said before. But the merit of this work
i$ that Kwame brings into focus numerous strands of neo
colonialism in practice within the confines of a single book. Here
we see the tactics of imperialism at work in Africa and other
developing countries.

This is such a good book that it might seem almost uncharitable
[0 raise some questions which it inevitably poses at this stage. But
we feel that for the sake of clarity it ought to be said that in this
work it is not the essence of imperialism or its base that we have
to do with. Nkrumah deals with neo-colonialism to a great extent
as a problem of relationships between governments of independent
African states on the one hand and the giant monopolies on the
other. Hence his answer to neo-colonialism is the establishment of a
united government in Africa. He does agree that the defeat of
neo-colonialism is an essential condition for African unity but then
leaves the question at that point. The fact that neo-colonialism is
an aspect of the class struggle within nations and on a world scale
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is not given more ~han a sentence or two in the whole work. y
it is the issue dominating the world scene, and Africa as Well. et

It is in this light that some doubt will inevitably be cast on th.
title of the book which might give the impression that in ne:.
colonialism we are dealing with a stage-a development under ftew
conditions of the capitalist economy.

When Lenin wrote his classic work on imperialism he des<:ribed
capitalism ... developing, expanding and conquering the world
He dealt with the essential character of capitalism in its imperialisi
stage. Even the practice of neo-colonialism was foreshadoWed and
dealt with by Lenin.

Neo-colonialism is imperialism in retreat. It is a form of defence
not only against the young national states struggling to an indepen.
dent modern economy but even more against the alternative to
capitalism. namely, socialism. Neo-coloniaJisrn is one of the forms
of imperialist exploitation previously practised against the
'independent' states in Africa, Asia, Latin America and eVen
Europe itself. It is now being applied to the vastly more numerous
states which have ceased to be colonies but are still tied by a
thousand and one strands to the imperialist states economically. It
is the West's answer to the powerful attractive force of sociali&m
on the peoples of the world who are not prepared to 80 thrOUgh
all the experiences of capitalism before getting the good life.

The World Socialist System stands as a working model and vast
laboratory of the economic formation that is to replace capitalism
all over the world. We live in the era of transition from capitalisln
to socialism. The national liberation movement, which is a com.
ponent part of the proletarian revolution, has achieved great
victories with the result that scores of independent states have arisen
in Africa, Asia and Latin America, Powerful working-class mo~
ments in the citadels of imperialism challenge the rule of the
monopolies. The balance of world forces has shifted in favour of
the peoples fighting for socialism, democracy, independence and
peace.

It is for this reason that aU manner of fancy ideas have been
spread by the imperialists to isolate Africa and other developing
continents from socialism. According to the imperialists the African
people have no right to choose socialism and communism as their
way of life. Apparently we are not free to elect under which system
we wish to live. Some and maybe all of the African people mi.gbt
desire to take the Bolshevik path charted by Lenin. If so, why not?
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independence means anything it must include the absolute right
If like any choice we like for our continent.
to IJl.waJ1le Ntu;Im~ ~ightly dedicates this. book to '!h~ fr~om
~etS of Afnca,' livmg and dead. A noticeable OIWSSlon m the

fiJbk is any reference to the fact that the labouring classes- the
bOO rY workers, miners and farmers-produce the wealth which
~fCbed from Africa. That the wealth of Africa belongs not to
IS roments but to tb.em-to the people, to the working classes.
gave people want the commanding heights of the economy taken
f'n: of the hands of the imperialists without compensation and
~ for their benefit. When the African people are strong enough

do that in each country they may then find the strength to unite
:e whole continent. . .

In other words this book' cries out aloud for a sequel.
In the meantime it is to be hoped that an edition cheaper than

42 shillings will be made available soon for ma~s circulation.
A. ZANzoLO

!'leo_Colonialism. The Last Stage of Imperialism
by Kwame Nkrumah. Nelson. 42$.

Egypt and Socialism

THts YEAR MARKS the tenth anniversary of the joint British-French
Israeli invasion of Egypt. Four years before this invasion the victorious
mationai revolution of July 1952, had put an end to the corrupt Farouk
monarchy. This opened out a new page in Egypt's history, but apart
from becoming a Republic did not seem to make any basic changes.

Egypt's backward economy and low living standards remained; the
lilly land reforms made little or no difference to the mass of the
fellaheen (peasants), or to the rich landlords. There was no real advance
lowards a genuinely democratic system, and hundreds of Communists
and their supporters were thrown into prison without trial, just as they
bad been under the King.

From this standpoint, the defeat of the 1956 invasion was a greater
spur to the building of a new Egypt than the events of July 1952
though the march of events following 1956 would not have been
possible without the 1952 revolution.

Until 1956 the imperialists were still hopeful of bringing President
Nasser under their influence. Their hopes changed after the nationaliza-
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tion of the Suez Canal. There was an abrupt withdrawal of U.S
British loans for the Aswan Dam project, so Nasser turned inst~~<1
the Soviet Union and accepted their offer to build the Dam. to

The defeat of the Suez invasion and acceptance of Soviet aid to b "'
the Dam was the real turning point in Egypt. For the next five Y~
things began to change in a big way. At tim(;:s the pace was Cath
unsteady, with still an absence of an internal democratic system ber
there could no longer be any doubt that the new Egypt was unalte~b~t
opposed to imperialism, and determined to hew out its own path Yreconomic advance and create a new society. 0

From the standpoint of the struggle against imperialism, Egypt·
one of the vanguard countries. It provides a haven of refuge for leade::
of the African liberation movements who have been exiled, and is
bridge between Africa and Asia in providing links for the Afro-Asi~
Solidarity movement.

This exciting tale is well told in a recent book'" by Peter Mansfield
who has spent more than ten years in the Arab countries of the Midd~

East~at first in the British Foreign Service, from which he resigned
after the Suez invasion, and at present as a journalist working as
Middle East correspondent for the Sunday Times in Cairo.

Mr. Mansfield is well pr!med on the big changes which have taken
place in Egypt during the past decade, and expresses approval fOr the
gigantic steps which have been taken to build the new Egypt. The book
has an extremely absorbing account of the land reforms, the measures
of nationalization carried out, the big advances taken towards achieving
an internal democratic system, the raising of living standards, and the
transformation in the raising of the level of health and education.

However, one would have wished for a fuller account of the way in
which the Arab Socialist Union functions, to what extent there is
freedom of political activity, and the kind of democratic problems
involved in the operation of a one-party system. The release of the
Communists from prison in May 1964 is only mentioned briefly, and
there is no mention of their positive activity since their release in
raising the level of political consciOllsness within the Arab Socialist
Union, to combat the remnants of anti-Communism, and to advance
more rapidly on the socialist path.

Though the author is sympathetic to the measures which have been
taken to build the new Egypt, it is obviously too much to expect him to
give the Egyptian Communists any credit for the long and courageous
struggle they have waged during all these years to bring about these
changes. Their release was conditional upon the dissolution of the

'" NASSER'S EGYPT by Peter Mansfield, Penguin African Library, 45. 6d.
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muilisl Party, and in the circumstances they seem to have had no
CO~n but to comply, but they are now equally active as individuals
opth' ·,n the Arab Socialist Union in pushing forward the advance to
,,'II
sOCialism.

AS for the big changes which have taken place, the author gives an
_ ressivc account of the new schemes concerning land ownership,
I~large-scale nationalization, the big improvements in the conditions
I[I':orkcrs and peasants, in health measures and facilities for education.
o It is true that land reform has so far only affected a small minority
f the peasants. After the 1952 revolution maximum land ownership

0. s limited to 200 feddans (n feddan = 1.038 acres), and affected only
~; per cent of the area. In 1961 the maximum limit was reduced to
100 feddans. but still left loopholes for a few rich landowners. All the
'gantic estates have vanished, but those with between 20 and 100
~dans can still be ranked as owned by the upper middle class, ;:.nd
(\'en those with only 20 feddans are well above the average.

In practice, land reform has given benefit to only 8 per cent of the
peasants, but the comp~et.ion of the Aswa~ Dam will provide for the
reclamation of over a ml1hon more feddans 10 Upper Egypt, and on the
fringes of the Delta. Until now the agricultural labourers and casual
workers have derived little benefit, but they are at least assured of a
minimum of three shillings a day. This is a small amount, but is far
higher than they had ever before received.

It is the big capitalists who have suffered the biggest blows. Between
October 1961 and February 1962, the government confiscated the
property of 600 of the wealthiest Egyptian families. In August 1963,
further national measures took over 300 big industrial concerns,
including foreign monopolies like Lever Brothers.

The number of workers doubled in the decade between 1953 and
1963 to 724,000, but wages are still low, ranging from £30-£35 a month
for unskilled workers, and £60-£70 a month for skilled workers-but
these are only a small minority of the labour force in Egypt. At the
same time, it is a great advance for Egyptian workers, who used to
work twelve hours a day, to have a legal maximum of seven hours and
aforty-two-hour week.

Even more impressive is the big advance in health centres in the rural
areas; the ending of the inferior position of women; the setting up of

t facilities for educating girls, and the amazing overall transformation
in education. Of the 2,500 new rural health units planned for the five
years 1963-1968, 800 have already been opened, together with 168
comprehensive treatment units and 275 combined units. In 1951 the
school population was less than two million. Today it is approaching
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four million. and university students increased during the same Df'h_.

from 38,000 to 53,000. --"'lI

In 1964 the education budget was £90 million-more than do
that for 1951. There are now school places for about 80 per cen~blt
the children up 10 six years of age. Primary education from the age or
six to twelve is free, and compulsory by law, but school attendance~f
higher at 85 per cellt in the towns. than in the villages-60 per cent IS
where children still work in the cotton fields. --

While appreciating these grcal advances il would still be fOOlish
to imagine thai low living standards and conditions no longer exis
There is still a long .way to g? .before the wealth of. the country ~
adequately expressed In betlcr hVlng standards and socIal services. Bu
there can be no doubt that conditions are already far above those o~
most of the African states, and likely to grow further in the COlTl.ing
years.

What does not appear so favourable is the kind of democratic
structure existing in Egypt. The 1962 National Charter put fOTWard
these basic principles:

'FIRST. Political democracy cannot be separated from SOcial
democracy, No citizen can be regarded as free to Vote
unless he is given the following three guarantees:

(i) he should be free from exploitation in all its forms;
(ii) he should have an equal opportunity with his fellow

citizen to enjoy a fair share of the national wealth;
(iii) his mind should be free from all anxiety likely to under_

mine his future security.

SECOND. Political democracy cannot exist under the domination
of anyone class. Democracy means literally, the domina_
tion and sovereignty of the people-the whole people:
[National Charter (Chapter 5)]

The opposition to 'the domination of anyone class' is a familiar
formulation for one-party systems in Africa. But it must be borne in
mind that the guarantees extended by the National Charter certainly
did not apply to Communists and their supporters, who were still in
prison two years after the adoption of the Charter. Since that time
President Nasser has made a big political advance, dropping the term
'Arab Socialism', and now expounding the view that 'scientific
socialism' is the only way forward for Egypt.

-Even more important is President Nasser's recent emphasis that the
leading position in a socialist society must belong 10 the working class,
and that within the Arab Socialist Union there must be a conscious
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'tiC3] vanguard which will direct ~v~lutionaryaction .as ~ whole: It
,ob. hin this context that CommunISts In Egypt can aSSist In carrymg
il~~ the struggle to achieve socialism.
~ lORIS Cox.
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